Jack Holden
Premiere, Avid and AfterFX Editor
Profile
Jack is a content-driven fast editor who prides himself on blending technical knowledge
with a drive to create television that informs and surprises. He is as comfortable working
on flagship factual series such as "How the Universe Works" as he is on news/current affairs
"The Listening Post" and short form pieces which require taking a programme from brief to
clocked TX master.
As well as Avid, he has comprehensive knowledge of Premiere Pro and FCP, and experience
with After Effects. He also is an experienced camera operator and drone owner/operator.

Long Form
“Auschwitz Untold: In Colour” 1 x 86min. Focusing on the incredible stories of 12
concentration camp survivors, this film will be broadcast as part of the commemorations
for the 75th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz on January 27, 1945. Directed by
BAFTA-winner David Shulman.
Fulwell 73 for History Channel & Channel 4
“The Tonight Show” 1 x 30min current affairs show. Seven billion pounds has already
been spent on Britain's controversial North-South high-speed rail link, but will the project
be abandoned?
ITN for ITV
“Dispatches: The Prince and the Paedophile” 1 x 30min current affairs documentary
investigating the links between convicted paedophile Jeffrey Epstein and Prince Andrew.
Brite Spark for Channel 4
“One Hour that Changed the World: Moon Landing” 1 x 60min. Documentary celebrating
the historic 50th Anniversary of Apollo 11 starting with the iconic moment and rewinding
back one hour, minute by minute with real ticking clock tension. Through archive footage
and interviews the viewer is immersed in the high stakes environment, revealing the hidden
history of how the heroic astronauts were on a knife edge between triumph or tragedy.
Pioneer Productions
"Nocturnal Britain" 3 x 60min. Nocturnal Britain takes you into the back gardens of Britain
to meet the creatures you never get to see. Badgers, stoats, pine martens, and all sorts of
interesting creatures come out at night and we get to see what they get up to while we
sleep.
Pioneer for Channel 5
"Mythical Beasts - Vampires" 1 x 60min. In the "Vampires" episode, we dive into the
stories and beliefs which created the myth. From archaeological digs in Bulgaria, to the cult
of Blood in London, the compelling reason to believe in Vampires becomes chillingly clear.
Windfall Films for The Science Channel

"How the Universe Works - Black Holes" 1 x 60min. Are Black Holes scary science fiction
or something fundamental to life in the universe. This episode explores black holes' crucial
role in forming galaxies, birthing stars, and spreading light across the cosmos.
Pioneer Productions for The Science Channel
"How the Universe Works - Cassini" 1 x 60min. For decades, the probe Cassini orbited
Saturn and gave us unprecedented pictures and data about the gas giant. We learnt all
about the famous rings, the dozens of moons, and the giant Earth-size storms that rage for
30 years. Cassini lived for longer than we hoped, then died - smashing against the planet it
had come to know.
Pioneer Productions for The Science Channel
“Vice News Tonight”. 3 x segments. Newsmagazine Series. Nightly news programme from
Vice with “no ads, no anchors, no censors”, striving to place news stories in context and
frequently making last minute amendments to stories to accommodate breaking news or
changing stories on the ground. Vice News Tonight went viral in August 2017 for its piece
“Charlottesville: Race and Terror”.
Vice Media for HBO
“The Listening Post” 2 x 30min. Weekly current affairs programme, examining and
dissecting the world's media, how they operate and the stories they cover. Including regular
roundups of world media issues, specialist features examining the media’s role in politics
and society worldwide and interactions with both journalists and the public on relevant
issues.
Al Jazeera
“The Great Pottery Throw Down” Sara Cox presents the search for Britain’s best budding
potter. Ten potters are set a number of tasks testing their skills (and patience) at the
wheel and with different techniques. But anything can go wrong in the kiln. The potters
who fail to impress with their clay will leave the pottery studio until the final when one
person proves themselves to be master of the wheel.
Love Productions for BBC Two
“Dan and Phil: Behind the Scenes of the Tour” 1 x 60min ob doc. A YouTube original film
which introduces us to the phenomenon that is Dan and Phil. From humble video blog
beginnings to millions of viewers, we watch as these boys take their quirky brand of
comedy off the small screen and onto the biggest stage of all, the Dolby theatre in
Hollywood, home to the Academy Awards. Avid Offline. Princess Productions for Youtube.
“Take That: These Days on Tour” 1 x 60min. Up close and personal with Take That. The
band talk openly about the previous twelve months, their loyal fans and what it takes to
put on a world-class show. With songs and performances from all their albums, this tells the
story of Take That - their music, their evolution, and their consistently mesmerising tour.
Fulwell73 for BBC One
“5 Seconds of Summer” 1 x 90min music film. The biggest band since One Direction – 5
Seconds of Summer have number 1’s all over the world. Revolving around their three-night
Wembley Arena tour, discovers what goes in to the music they make, and meets the legions
of fans that made them so huge.
Fulwell 73 for DVD and Cinema release (TBC).
"A Taste of Britain" 22 x 30min. Celebrity chef Brian Turner together with Janet StreetPorter tour around the country meeting farmers, historians and locals. Brian will then cook
a locally-inspired dish - all with the aim of getting to the bottom of what food makes a
county tick.
Cactus TV for ITV

“Crime Thriller Awards” The show will include a book club, interviews with famous faces
from the crime thriller world, and features on the shortlisted titles. Studio Panel Show.
Cactus TV for ITV 3
"Show Me Your Wardrobe" 6 x 22 min SKY Living fashion program where celebrity stylist
and blogger Jackie Dixon - together with presenter and model Zara Martin - get invited into
the personal wardrobes of celebrities such as Rebecca Adlington, Louise Redknapp, Stacey
Solomon and Whitney Port. They learn the keys to each celebrity's style, then head to the
high street to recreate that look on a budget.
FCP Offline and Online. Alaska TV for Sky Living.
“Carbon Black Millionaires Club” 6 x 22min factual programmes where British millionaires
show off their super-cars and their capacity for living life to the full by touring across
Eastern Europe for a week of decadent adventures and dubious driving.
Offline and Online. Hey Buddy TV
“Lynx BCWW Rally Miami” 1 x 44min programme in which 5 lucky teams of ‘players’ got
flown to Miami to test their pick up skills in a variety of situations, competing for the
affections of the locals and a cash prize, presented by Kelly Brook.
FCP Offline. MTV
“Four to the Floor” 1 x 44min programme follows three hopeful girls as they dance their
way through waves of auditions for the chance to win a trip to L.A to get signed to a big
dance agency and jump-start their careers.
FCP Offline and Online. MTV
“Will and Kate visit the Royal Marsden” To celebrate the opening of a new wing in the
famous London cancer hospital, The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge visited, met the staff,
and spread some good cheer amongst many of the patients.
FCP Offline and Online.
“Sunday Politics” The weekly politics round-up programme featuring political interviews,
VT’s and focus on topical subjects.
FCP Offline and Online. Juniper TV.
“BBC College of Production” As part of the BBC Academy – training for production staff
across television – a huge series of education videos on everything from how to operate a
camera to how to direct a contributor.
FCP Offline and Online. BBC
“The Jo Whiley Show” The show returned to screens courtesy of Sky Arts and consisted of
live interviews, performances and artist VT’s.
FCP Offline and Online. Alaska TV
“Got to Dance: Backstage” Weekly online wrap-up videos that gave the viewer bonus
content and access to the stories behind the scenes on this Sky1 show.
FCP Offline and Online. Shine Entertainment

Sports Credits
“London Olympics 2012 – Sports Presentation” The greatest show on earth featured
basketball on every day of competition for two weeks. The superstars of basketball
converged on the Olympic park for some truly special games. As part of a wide-ranging and
constant entertainment armada, VT’s were regularly shown on the big screens which gave
the watching crowd access to replays, roundups of previous games and days, and some
artistic showings of the athleticism of some of the athletes. FCP Offline and Online. Great
Big Events.

“O’Neill Evolution” From Davos in Switzerland, the first major snowboarding competition
of the year has girls and guys competing on both the half-pipe and the big air and rails of
the slopestyle section. This competition was full of real drama and jaw-dropping skill.FCP
Offline & Online. O’Neill / Worldwide Distribution
“Red Bull Most Extreme” Various stories of events and special moments in extreme sports
and challenges. Highlights include Felix Baumgartner base-jumping from the tallest building
in the world, Robbie Maddison achieving the hardest ever motorcross trick, and a
celebration of the frivolous fun of the Flugtag. FCP Offline. UMTV / Red Bull
“Chris Evans’ Sporting Challenge” Chris Evans and his co-presenter Johnny competed
weekly in various sports from skateboarding to falconry to see who was the overall sporting
champion. FCP Offline & Online. Pulse Films / BBC Radio 2
“Niketown Festival of Air” 1 x 5min programme and web spot showing the opening party
of a unique exhibition of the history and cultural significance of the Nike Air trainer. The
spot was complimented by a ‘web virtual tour’ which smoothly showed off the festival,
using 1 single shot for 90 seconds. Offline and Online + Director. NIKE

Music and Performances
“Apple Music Festival” Various VT’s. Titans of music including One Direction, The
Chemical Brothers and Pharrell Williams arrived at London’s famous Roundhouse to perform
a series of intimate gigs for some very lucky fans. Lemonade Money for Apple Music.
“Nissan Juke Rocks” A 6-part series of films in which four bands from different European
cities compete in a series of challenges related to their music in a bid to gain more fans,
get ‘liked’ on facebook, and win a special gig. FCP Offline. Somethin’ Else
“Isle of Wight Festival 2012” Cutting VT’s of performances and interviews for the Sky 1
and Sky Arts coverage of the festival. The line-up included Tom Petty, Noel Gallagher,
Pearl Jam and Bruce Springsteen. FCP Offline and Online. Blink TV.
“Elaine Paige: Live in Sydney” The veteran performer holds court and takes an audience
through her entire career of music – ranging from ‘Hair’ in the 60’s to Edith Piaf to jazz and
modern pieces. FCP Offline. Blink TV
“MOBO Awards 2010” 8 x VT packages for the nominees in their categories plus a look
back at 15 years of the Mobo’s, and a lifetime achievement award VT for Billy Ocean.FCP
Offline & Online. Done & Dusted (BBC 3)
“Mercury Music Sessions” A series of live sessions from carefully selected bands of quality
from the people who bring you the Mercury Music Prize. Us3 Productions / Channel 4
“James Blunt on Channel 4” Considered performances of the key tracks from his new
album, this half-hour show asks James about his new direction, and most importantly,
inquires about the long shadow of the reputation from the song ‘Beautiful’. FCP Offline.
Polar Media
“Manic Street Preachers: Live @ Hammersmith Working Men’s Club” An energetic
comeback gig introducing a dedicated group of fans to a new album worth of material, and
they wowed the crowd with powerful versions of their hits. FCP Offline. Channel 4
“EVO Music Rooms” Featuring Faithless, Groove Armada and Plan B, this six-part series
of special gigs featuring unsigned music acts who got the opportunity to perform on the
same stage as some of their musical influences. FCP Offline and Online. Somethin’ Else
Productions

“MTV Africa Awards Promos” A series of VT’s promoting certain genres of African
musicians and encouraging people to attend the ceremony in Nigeria. FCP Offline and
Online. MTV
“Isle of Wight Festival: International Cut” The famous festival on the Isle of Wight
featured performances from Paolo Nutini, The Pixies, Simple Minds and Pendulum. FCP
Offline. CC Lab

“Gaymers Grassroots Gigs: The Zutons” The band return to their hometown of Liverpool
to perform a special gig, and speak about their roots and the music scene in Liverpool.
Pulse Films
“Sparks: Live at the Forum” A special one-off show for the bands cult fans, over two
nights, featuring the bands’ decades of hits. FCP Offline.
“BBC Electric Promos live at Barfly” Series of live performances from the new bands Fox
Cubs and Redlight Company. Offline and Online Editor. Dir. Paul Lucas.
Somethin’ Else Productions for BBC
“Lemar – Live at Brighton” 1 x 1hr special catching the R’n’B star playing to a packed
Brighton Arena as part of his 2007 UK tour. FCP Offline – Multicam.Hey Buddy TV
“60 Years of R ‘n’ B” 1 x 22min programme discussing the changes in the scene and sound
since it first started making waves all those years ago, featuring interviews with R’n’B
artists, broadcasters and journalists. FCP Offline and Online. MTV
“Hugo Urban Rules Manchester” 1 x 22min programme following 15 urban
songwriters/performers as they get a rare opportunity to learn from industry experts in
masterclasses, ask major urban artists important questions and audition for their chance to
perform before Jamelia and Nathan. FCP Offline – Multicam. MTV
“Lynx BCWW - Kelly Brook” 5 x 30sec spots which promote the “Lynx BCWW Rally Miami”
(see above), in which Kelly introduces each of the ‘lynx mynxes’ – the guys’ guides on their
Miami adventure. FCP Offline and Online. MTV
“Lynx Click – Har Mar Superstar” 6 x 2min promo/commercials in which eccentric pop
singer Har Mar Superstar teaches various arts of seduction to a duo of hapless young guys –
the Lynx effect plays a strong hand in their transformation to girl-magnets.
MTV. Offline and Online HD
“Andrew Collinge Hair” 2 x 30sec commercials – a young lady’s fantasy evening of
preparing to go out, featuring a “MTV Cribs” spoof where she is personally hairdressed in
her mansion by the man behind the new style. FCP Offline and Online HD. MTV
“Sonar Music Festival – Barcelona” 1 x 7min programme gives you a brief pass to Europe’s
premier electronic music festival – featuring live music/DJ’s, experimental art and culture,
and a performance from seminal band Chic. FCP Offline and Online. MTV
“EMA African Diary” 1 x 11min special showing the experience of 5 African musical stars
on their journey to the first MTV European Music Awards which has included an award for
best African act. FCP Offline and Online. MTV
“Miami Winter Music Conference” 1 x 22min programme which shows the magic and the
mayhem of the annual week-long party and coming together of music producers, promoters
and anyone who loves electronic music. Concluding with a party at the former Versace
mansion, with DJ Felix Da Housecat. FCP Offline and Online. MTV

“Channel 4 Online – Festival Series” 3 x 5min web spots where Hattie takes us for a
guided tour of all the best bits in front and behind the scenes at the summer’s music
festivals, including the Isle of Wight festival, 02 Wireless festival and T4 on the Beach.
FCP Offline and Online. Channel 4
“4PLAY – Ozzy Osbourne” 1 x 11min special where Ozzy talks about his musical career so
far and his covers album ‘Under Cover’, with a preview of it’s first single, Lennon’s “In My
Life”. FCP Offline and Online. Channel 4
“MTV Dance Idents” 75 x 20sec idents featuring snapshots of dance music punters in Ibiza
explaining what moves them when it comes to dance music. FCP Offline and Online. MTV
“Red Bull Beat Battle” 1 x 22min programme – a hyperactive dance spectacular in which 8
teams of b-boys and b-girls from around the world compete in a theatrical environment,
trying to impress the expert judges and win the coveted trophy. Includes a performance
from the Furious Five. FCP Offline and Online. MTV

Shortform Credits
“The Winning Formula” 8 x 8minute episodes. Ever since Billy Beane broke open baseball
with the data analytics of Bill James, sport has never been the same. This series explores
the ways in which data analytics and technology is advancing sports from rugby and cricket,
to athletics and mixed martial arts. We see the successes, the failures, and try to
understand what the future holds for the science behind sport.
FCP. Fulwell73 for GroupM and GiveMeSport
“New Look TV” A series of web-TV shows for the brand New Look, featuring celebrity
interviews, fashion news and the latest styles. FCP Offline and Online. Zone Content
“Nickelodeon BAFTA Reel” 1 x 13 minute reel showing off the best and brightest
productions coming out of ‘Nick Junior’ in a creative way. This piece - designed to impress
the judges for ‘BAFTA Best Kids’ Channel’ - was colourful, quirky and filled with a real
sense of exploration and adventure. Nickelodeon
“Nickelodeon Promos” various duration pieces promoting up-coming cartoons and specials
programmed on the Nickelodeon channels. FCP Offline and Online. Nickelodeon
“Masterchef iPhone App” Taking the best recipes, techniques and information from the
current series, this app was full of video content teaching all sorts of culinary skills. FCP
Offline and Online. Shine Entertainment
“Who’s the Daddy CSA” A touching and relevant awareness campaign about teen
pregnancy for Peterborough Council. FCP Offline and Online. Rocket Science

Producing / Directing Credits
“Krafty Kuts featuring MC Dynamite – Pounding” A music video for the prominent breaks
DJ and producer. Shot on location at Heygate Estate and Peckham, and Camberwell
Studios. Directed/Edited/GFX
“University of Westminster – Biosciences” A short film showing the diversity of study
opportunity and depth of facilities available at the University. Directed/Camera.
“Walk the Wight 2012” This charity event saw a small dedicated band of colleagues take
part in the annual “Walk the Wight” event on the Isle of Wight – raising money for hospices.
Short Form Film. Directed/Camera.

“Hugo Urban Rules London 2009” 1 x 22min special following urban
songwriters/performers as they get a rare opportunity to learn from industry experts in
master classes and audition for their chance to perform before the Sugababes.
MTV/Hey Buddy TV
“Lynx 3” 5 x 30sec commercials featuring flaring barmen, showing the transformative
effect of combining two new Lynx fragrances into one, and with the ‘lynx effect’ they have
great success on the ladies. Assistant Producer. MTV
“Hugo Urban Rules – London” 1 x 22min special following 15 urban songwriters/performers
as they get a rare opportunity to learn from industry experts in masterclasses, ask major
urban artists important questions and audition for their chance to perform before Amerie
and Unklejam. Director. Hey Buddy TV

Corporate
Nespresso - Internal presentation.
Microsoft - Barcelona and Cannes conference coverage, daily wrap up.
Wild Bean Cafe - Promotional short film.
British Sports Commission - Annual Awards film

